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Abstract
We proposes a differential framework for determining how much a decision maker (DM) is willing to
pay to alter the parameters of a strategic scenario they will encounter. We explicitly focus on comparing and
contrasting the case where DM’s decision is observed by all other players against the case where DM’s decision
is private information. Our formulation decomposes DM’s willingness to pay a given amount to change the
parameters as the sum of three factors: 1) the direct effect the parameter change would have on DM’s payoffs,
holding strategies of all players constant; 2) the effect there would be on DM’s strategy as they react to the
change, with the strategies of the other players held constant; and 3) the effect there would be on the strategies
of all other players as they react to the change, with the strategy of DM held constant. In addition, we show that
when players are bounded rational, new factors arise that contribute to DM’s decision of whether to pay that are
absent under full rationality. Specifically, we show that when players are bounded rational, their willingness
to pay to change the parameter values reflects the idea that they anticipate their own future irrationality. We
illustrate these results with several examples.

Keywords— Game Theory, Comparative Statics, Envelope Theorem
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Introduction

In many strategic settings, parameters specify the “rules of the game.” For example, the parameters might specify
which actions are available to each player. Alternatively, the “rules of the game” might specify how accurately the
players observe a noisy signal in a game of imperfect information. Such rules are seldom constant in real strategic
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settings and may change over time, often due to the players of the game attempting to change the rules in their
favor. From a political perspective, changing the rules of a game can be likened to lobbying or bribing. As a more
traditional economic example, a firm that advertises in order to increase demand (i.e. change the parameters of
the demand function) is attempting to change the rules of the game. The glaring behavioral question that arises is
“under what conditions would a player be willing to pay to change the parameters of a game?”
In single agent decision problems where the objective function is differentiable, the envelope theorem helps to
answer this question. Broadly speaking, envelope theorems and their variants describe how a function’s extreme
value varies with changes in a parameter of the function. Since the most a rational actor would be willing to
pay (in terms of utility) to change a parameter is the amount that its utility increases as a result of the parameter
change, envelope theorems tell us how much a rational decision maker would be willing to pay.
Unfortunately, the strategic nature of noncooperative games precludes a straightforward extension of the envelope theorem to determine how much a player would be willing to pay to change the parameters of a game.
There are at least three issues that arise in the strategic setting that are not present when analyzing single agent
optimization problems. The first issue has to do with the multiplicity of equilibria. When determining how an
equilibrium changes as a result of a parameter change, the modeler must also specify which of the equilibria arise
after the parameter change. Secondly—and related to the first issue—is that even the number of equilibria may be
different for different values of the parameters. This means that after small parameter changes, it is possible that
the qualitative characteristics of the set of equilibria are different, making it even more obscure how to quantify
the effects of the change. The final issue that arises when determining how much a player is willing to pay to
change the parameter values is how best to account for whether the player’s payment decision is observed by
other players in the game.
In this paper, we do not focus on the first two issues and assume that the set of equilibrium payoffs are
“smooth.” Instead, our contribution focuses on comparing how observability of a player’s decision to pay to
change the parameters affects the player’s willingness to actually pay and change the parameters. Specifically, we
derive a general yet simple expression for how much a decision maker (DM) would be willing to pay to change
the parameter values of a given game.1
A major advantage of our expression for how much DM is willing to pay is that it explicitly disentangles the
factors that collectively determine a player’s willingness to pay to change the parameter values. This decomposition permits a simple comparison between how much DM would be willing to pay when its decision to change
the parameter values is unobserved by other players with the case of an observed decision.
When DM’s decision to change the parameter values is unobserved by all other players, DM’s willingness
to pay to change the parameter values is given by the sum of two factors. The first factor is how the change
directly affects DM’s payoffs, holding the strategies of all players constant (including DM’s). The second factor
is how DM optimally adjusts their strategy in response to the parameter change. On the other hand, when DM’s
decision of whether to change the parameter values is observed by all players, a third factor is added to the sum
that determines DM’s willingness to make that change. That third factor is how other players’ strategies would
adjust in response to the parameter change.
As a point of clarification, in the case where DM’s decision to pay to change the parameter values is unobserved, all other players know that DM has the opportunity to pay to change the parameter values but do not
observe whether DM does so. We then derive the conditions under which it is a Nash equilibrium for DM to pay
to change the parameter values. An important consequence of this is that for it to be a Nash equilibrium from DM
to pay to change the parameter values, all other players must be best responding as if DM did indeed pay to change
1
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the parameter values, even though they do not observe whether DM did so. This is in contrast to the case where it
is not common knowledge that DM has the opportunity to pay to change the parameters. In that case, DM and all
other players would be playing two different games. Specifically, DM would be playing the game where it has the
opportunity to change the parameters but all other players would be unaware that any player has the opportunity
to pay to change the parameters. In our analysis, we focus on the case where it is common knowledge that DM
has the opportunity to pay to change the parameter values and all players are playing the same game. This subtle
but important difference will be discussed more in section 3.2 as well as through the examples.
As an additional contribution, we also analyze how much DM would be willing to pay to change the parameter
values under bounded rational solution concepts. We provide an explicit example using a simple matching pennies
game that illustrates the richness of our framework. Specifically, we show that under bounded rationality, when
considering to pay to change the parameter values, DM takes into account its own future irrationality.
In section 2, we review the literature on envelope theorems, comparative statics and endogenous information
structures and elaborate on how our work relates to the current literature. Section 3 presents the main contribution
in which we derive the most a decision maker would be willing to pay to make an offered change to the parameter
values of a game. Specifically, we derive an expression for the most DM is willing to pay when the payment decision is observed and when the payment decision is unobserved by all other players. This allows us to determine
how changing the observability of DM’s decision affects its willingness to pay to change the parameter values.
We show that when DM’s decision to change the parameters is unobserved by all other players, DM’s willingness
to pay is the same as in non-strategic scenarios and is given by the standard envelope theorem. However, when
DM’s decision is observed by all other players, a new term arises that accounts for all other players taking into
account a change in the parameter values. In section 4 we illustrate the applicability of our results through several
examples. In section 5 we show how our framework can be extended to include bounded rational agents, and
then provide an example using the quantal response solution concept. Specifically, we show that when players are
boundedly rational, there is a term in the expression for DM’s willingness to pay that represents DM’s anticipation
of its own future irrationality. In section 6, we show the difficulty in extending our framework to dynamic games
and suggest directions of future work.

2

Envelope Theorems, Comparative Statics and Information Structures

Broadly speaking, our work is related to—and partly synthesizes—three branches of the current literature: comparative statics in games [Milgrom and Shannon, 1994, Acemoglu and Jensen, 2013], value of information in
games [Neyman, 1991], and endogenous information structures [Hurkens and Vulkan, 2006].
Comparative static analysis is commonly used to analyze how equilibria of a model adjusts in response to a
change in parameters, without an explicit description of the dynamic adjustment process to go from the initial
value of the parameters to their final one. The envelope theorem is related to comparative static analysis in that
often times, the envelope theorem is used as a tool when performing comparative statics.
While the envelope theorems and comparative static analyses of a single agent’s decision problem are wellunderstood, more recent effort has focused on comparative static analysis and associated envelope theorems in
strategic scenarios [Milgrom and Shannon, 1994, Villas-Boas, 1997, Sunanda Roy, 2008, Acemoglu and Jensen,
2013, Caputo, 1996, Lippman et al., 1987, Echenique, 2002]. The comparative statics literature focuses on establishing properties of utility functions that allow for a direct comparison among equilibrium strategy profiles before
and after a change in the parameter values. Much of the comparative statics in games literature is concerned with
partial orders of joint profiles, seeking to determine if a joint profile “increases” when a parameter changes.
Our work is related to this branch of research in that in order to determine whether a decision maker is willing
3

to pay to change the parameter values, it is necessary to know how the equilibrium adjusts in response to a change
in such values. However, our work is distinct in that we focus on establishing the conditions in which a player is
willing to pay to change parameter values instead of analyzing the equilibrium effects of exogenous changes in the
parameter values. Additionally, while there have been efforts into combining envelope theorems and comparative
static analysis in games [Caputo, 1996], our work is the first to derive DM’s willingness to pay to change the
parameter values under the case when DM’s decision to change the parameter values is observed and when it is
unobserved.
Secondly, our work has straightforward applications to investigating the value of information to a particular
player in strategic scenarios. Often times, the amount of “information” available to a player is controlled by a
parameter, such as the variance of a normal random variable (see Ui and Yoshizawa [2015] for an example).2 Our
framework allows us to determine a player’s willingness to pay to change the parameter that controls the amount
of information available to the player. Related fundamental work in the value of information includes Neyman
[1991], Bassan et al. [2003], Bertschinger et al. [2014] while an applied example can be found in Morris and Shin
[2002]. It is important to keep in mind that our formulation is not limited to the value of information and that we
do not restrict the parameters to only control information. Instead, the value of information is just one application
of our main contribution.
Finally, our work is related to that of endogenous information structures in games [Hurkens and Vulkan, 2006,
Amir and Lazzati, 2016]. That strand of research focuses on classifying which information structures can arise
endogenously when players can pay to acquire information. Furthermore, Hurkens and Vulkan [2006] compare
and contrast the case where a player’s decision to acquire more information is observed with the case of an
unobserved decision. We also make this kind of comparison. However our framework (and so the associated
comparison) is more general. It is not only concerned with endogenous information structures and partitions of
information sets, but also provides a general formulation to examine whether any parameter specification can arise
endogenously.

3

Differential Value of Parameter Changes

In this section we derive the maximum price—defined in terms of utility per unit change of the game parameters—
such that it is a Nash equilibrium for DM to pay that amount to enact a given infinitesimal change in the parameters. We proceed in several steps. First we introduce what we call the “inner game”. This is a traditional
simultaneous move game. Since our framework is not limited to fully rational agents, we then introduce notation
for considering arbitrary player “response functions” and associated equilibria. Next we show how to transform
the inner game to a two-stage extensive form game that we call the “outer game”. In the first stage of the outer
game, DM is given the opportunity to pay to enact a change in the parameter values of the inner game. In the
second stage, all players play the inner game, where the parameter values that define the inner game are determined by whether or not DM chose to pay to change the parameter values. We restrict attention to scenarios of
imperfect information, where all players other than DM know that DM had the opportunity to make the payment
to enact the change, but do not have any information about whether they actually did so. The associated “private
offer price” to DM is the highest payment such that there exists a Nash equilibrium of the outer game in which
DM makes that payment in order to enact the associated change in the parameter values.
We then modify this construction to define the public offer price, as the most that DM would be willing to
pay to enact an offered change in the parameter values of the inner game when their decision of whether to pay
2
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is observed by all other players. Formally, the difference between the two prices is that in the private offer price,
all players other than DM only have one information set in the outer game since they do not observe whether
or not DM paid to change the parameter values. On the other hand, for the public offer price all players have 2
information sets in the second stage of the outer game, corresponding to whether DM did or did not choose to pay
to change the parameter values.

3.1

Framework

We consider an arbitrary N-player simultaneous move inner game, γ. We write the strategy spaces of the players
as tXi : i “ 1..Nu with associated pure strategies xi . In general, strategy spaces can be either discrete or continuous. Let 4Xi be the set of player i’s mixed strategies. Let σi be a strategy for player i. When considering mixed
strategies, σi is an element of 4Xi and when the game is restricted to pure strategies, σi is an element of Xi .3 With
the exception that the mixed strategy is a valid probability distribution/density, we do not place any restrictions on
the strategies. Denote a joint (possibly mixed) strategy profile as σ.
We assume that the inner game is parameterized by a k-dimensional parameter vector θ. We write the game
for a specific value of that game parameter as γpθq. The parameter vector θ can be any compact set of real-valued
vectors. For example, θ might specify a tax rate that lies in some closed interval, in particular one that depends on
the joint pure strategy of the players. As another example, it might represent real-valued regulatory fines that lie in
some closed intervals. As a final example, if γpθq is the normal form representation of a Bayesian game [Osborne
and Rubinstein, 1994], θ could parameterize the distribution of players’ signals conditional on the state of nature.
We now complete the definition of the game with a definition of utility, response functions and equilibrium:
Definition 1. Given any joint profile σ, let σi be the strategy of player i and σ´i the strategy profile of all players
other than i. We make the following definitions:
1. Ũi pθ, σi , σ´i q Ñ R is the expected utility function of player i at parameter value θ when i plays strategy σi
and all other players’ strategy is specified by σ´i .
2. Bi : pθ, σ´i q Ñ σi is player i’s response function.
3. σ˚ pθq is a joint strategy profile in the game γpθq such that for all i, σ˚i pθq “ Bi pθ, σ˚´i pθqq. We call σ˚ pθq an
equilibrium of the game γpθq.
The definitions of response functions and equilibrium are standard generalizations of the usual definitions for
the case of fully rational players, to allow bounded rationality.

3.2

Unobserved Decision to Change Parameters - The Private Offer Price

In this section we derive how much DM would be willing to pay for a particular change in the parameter values
when their decision of whether to pay is not observed by the other players. To start we focus on the Nash
equilibrium solution concept, extending the analysis to allow bounded rational players in section 5. Formally, we
restrict attention to the case where
r σi , σ´i q ě U
ri pθ, σ1 , σ´i q @i P 1...N, σ1 P 4Xi
Bi pθ, σ´i q Ñ σi such that Upθ,
i
i
3
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r and B be the expected utility and response function for
For notational convenience, we drop subscripts and let U
DM unless otherwise noted.
Given any set of parameterizedinner games tγpθqu and a particular value θ˚ , consider an associated outer
game γpθ˚ q that has two stages. In the first stage only DM moves, making a binary decision of whether to:
• Pay an amount c to purchase a change in the parameter values from θ˚ to θ˚ ` δ~v, where δ is a positive
scalar and ~v is a k-dimensional vector of unit length;
• Pay nothing, leaving the game parameter values as θ˚ .
In the second stage the players play γpθq, where θ equals either θ˚ or θ˚ `δ~v, depending on whether DM purchased
the change in parameter values in the first stage. The utility of DM in γpθ˚ q is their utility in γpθ˚ ` δ~vq, minus c
iff they decide to purchase the change to θ˚ in the first stage.
To distinguish moves in the inner game and the outer game, we use Σγpθ˚ q , or just Σθ˚ for short, to indicate
some joint strategy profile of the outer game γpθ˚ q. σpΣθ˚ q indicates those components of Σθ˚ that specify the
profile of strategies employed by the players after DM’s decision of whether to pay to change the parameters, i.e.
the strategy profile in the second stage of γpθ˚ q.
We want to relate Nash equilibria in the inner game, γ with Nash equilibria in the outer game γ. To ground
our analysis, we first present the almost trivial result that says that a Nash equilibrium profile in the second stage
of the outer game is a Nash equilibrium of the inner game:
Lemma 1. Let Σθ˚ be a Nash equilibrium profile of γpθ˚ q in which DM pays c to change the parameters from θ˚
to θ˚ ` δ~v. Then σpΣθ˚ q is a Nash equilibrium of γpθ˚ ` δ~vq.
Proof. Suppose the lemma were not true. Then some player would be able to change their action in γpθ˚ ` δ~vq
and receive a higher utility. However, that same player would also be able to change their action in the second
stage of γpθ˚ q and receive a higher utility since the second stage of γpθ˚ q when DM chooses to pay is the same
game as γpθ˚ ` δ~vq . This contradicts the hypothesis that Σθ˚ is a Nash equilibrium of γpθ˚ q.

However, our goal is to determine when a Nash equilibrium of the inner game is also a Nash equilibrium of
the outer game in which DM is offered the opportunity to pay to change the parameter values. The following
lemma establishes such conditions:
Lemma 2. Suppose σ˚ pθ˚ q and σ˚ pθ˚ ` δ~vq are Nash equilibria of γpθ˚ q and γpθ˚ ` δ~vq, respectively. Then it is
a Nash equilibrium for DM to pay c in the outer game γpθ˚ q to change the parameters from θ˚ to θ˚ ` δ~v iff
˙
ˆ
` ˚
˘
˚
˚
˚
˚
˚
c ď Ũ θ ` δ~v, B θ ` δ~v, σ´DM pθ ` δ~vq , σ´DM pθ ` δ~vq
ˆ
˙
` ˚ ˚
˘
˚
˚
˚
˚
´ Ũ θ , B θ , σ´DM pθ ` δ~vq , σ´DM pθ ` δ~vq

Proof. By assumption, σ˚ pθ˚ ` δ~vq is a Nash equilibrium of the game γpθ˚ ` δ~vq, so if DM decides to pay the
price to change the game parameters to θ˚ ` δ~v in the first stage of γ, neither DM nor the other players can change
their action in the second stage of γ and thereby increase their payoff. The only remaining possible change to a
move by a player in γ would be for DM to choose not to purchase the change in parameters. However, if DM
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does that, then since (by definition of Nash equilibrium) none of the other players will change their moves in the
second stage of γ, DM’s net change in utility is
`
`
˘
˘
`
`
˘
˘
Ũ θ˚ , B θ˚ , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq ´Ũ θ˚ `δ~v, BDM θ˚ ` δ~v, σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq `c
(1)
This establishes that no player has an incentive to change their move given that the hypothesized inequality holds,
i.e., that it is a Nash equilibrium for DM to pay to change the parameter values. The converse direction of the
proof follows similarly.

Lemma 2 gives the maximal amount c such that it is a Nash equilibrium for DM to pay to change the parameter
value by δ~v, given that their choice of whether to pay is not observed by the other players. If that maximal amount
is negative, then DM would have to be paid to agree to the associated change in the parameter values. Intuitively,
lemma 2 says that it is a Nash equilibrium for DM to pay to change the parameter values if and only if DM
cannot do better by not paying, saving the cost c and adjusting their strategy so that it maximizes its payoff when
parameter values are θ˚ and all other players are playing σ´i pθ˚ ` δ~vq.
Before generalizing equation 1, it is important to emphasize that even though all players other than DM do not
observe whether DM paid to change the parameter values, their best response strategies are evaluated at θ˚ ` δ~v.
As mentioned in the introduction, we are concerned with establishing when it is a Nash equilibrium in the game
where it is common knowledge that DM has the ability to pay to change the parameters, but the decision is
unobserved. Therefore, if DM does indeed pay to change the parameters at equilibrium, then the definition of
equilibrium requires that all other players know that DM did indeed pay and adjust their strategy accordingly. 4
We want to quantify how much DM would be willing to pay to change the game parameter in the broadest
sense, without specifying c and / or δ. To see how to do this, first recall that the standard way to quantify the
willingness of a decision-maker to pay for a change to the amount x of some good, in a non-strategic scenario, is
as the derivative of the their utility function with respect to x. (Such a quantity is often analyzed via the envelope
theorem.) In other words, we consider the limit of an infinitesimal change to x.
Proceeding analogously, we quantify DM’s willingness to pay for a change of the parameter values in the
inner game by taking the limit of infinitesimal δ of the expression in Lemma 2:
V pθ˚ , ~vq ”

lim

`
`
˘
˘
`
`
˘
˘
Ũ θ˚ ` δ~v, B θ˚ ` δ~v, σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq ´ Ũ θ˚ , B θ˚ , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq
δ

δÑ0

(2)
If we assume differentiability of response functions and expected utility, we obtain the following result:
Lemma 3. Assume Bpθ, σDM q is differentiable with respect to θ and Ũpθ, σDM , σ´DM q is differentiable with respect
to both θ and σDM . Then
˜
¸
ÿ
ÿ
B
Ũpθ,
σ
,
σ
q
B
Ũpθ,
σ
,
σ
q
BrBpθ,
σ
qs
DM
´DM
DM
´DM
´DM k
V pθ˚ , ~vq “
vj
`
(3)
Bθ j
Bθ j
BrσDM sk
j
k
where for any vector or x, x j represents the j’th element of x, and the derivatives are evaluated at θ “ θ˚ and
σ “ σ˚ pθ˚ q.
4

Another interpretation is in the sense of a Bayesian game where players hold beliefs about whether or not DM paid. If DM does pay
in equilibrium with probability 1, then it is only a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium if all players other than DM believe that DM paid with
probability 1. This is true despite the fact that all players other than DM do not observe or get a signal about whether DM paid.
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Proof. Adding and subtracting

pθ˚ `δ~vqq,σ˚
pθ˚ `δ~vqq
Ũ pθ˚ ,Bpθ˚ `δ~v,σ˚
´DM
´DM
δ

from equation 2 gives:

V pθ˚ , ~vq “
lim

δÑ0

˘
˘
˘
˘
`
`
`
`
Ũ θ˚ ` δ~v, B θ˚ ` δ~v, σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq ´ Ũ θ˚ , B θ˚ ` δ~v, σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq

lim

`

δ˘
˘
˘
˘
`
`
Ũ θ˚ , B θ˚ ` δ~v, σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq ´ Ũ θ˚ , B θ˚ , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq

`

`

δ

δÑ0



Applying the chain rule and the definition of partial derivative gives the claimed result.

We call V pθ˚ , ~vq the private offer price in direction ~v and sometimes just refer to it as the private offer price
when the context is clear. The first term inside the first sum in equation 3 captures the dependence of the private
offer price on how DM’s utility changes as a result of changing an element of θ while holding strategies of all
players constant. The term inside the second sum captures the composite dependence of private offer price on
how each element of DM’s best response changes in response to changes in θ when strategies of all other players
are constant, and how these changes in DM’s best response changes DM’s utility. Note that the private offer price
does not depend on changes in the strategies of players other than DM, since other players do not observe whether
or not DM chose to change the parameters. We also stress that equation 2 is the definition of the private offer
price and that the differential representation of equation 3 is a result of simplifying assumptions. In section 4,
we show how it is possible for the private offer price to be defined even when the best response functions are not
differentiable with respect to the parameters.
When considering the Nash equilibrium solution concept, equation 3 is further simplified and is given by the
following lemma:
Corollary 1. Assume Bpθ, σDM q is differentiable with respect to θ and Ũpθ, σDM , σ´DM q is differentiable with
respect to both θ and σDM . Then
V pθ˚ , ~vq “

ÿ
j

vj

B Ũpθ, σDM , σ´DM q
Bθ

(4)

Proof. Since B is the best response function, a necessary condition for a Nash equilibrium is that
B Ũ
“ 0 @k
Brσ˚DM sk
Therefore, equation 3 becomes
˜
V pθ˚ , ~vq “

ÿ

vj

j

ÿ
“
j

vj

ÿ BrBpθ, σ´DM qsk
B Ũpθ, σDM , σ´DM q
`
0
Bθ j
Bθ j
k

B Ũpθ, σDM , σ´DM q
Bθ

¸

(5)
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Corollary 1 shows that when DM’s decision to change the parameters is unobserved by all other players and
DM is best responding, the private offer price is the same as in the non-strategic setting. That is to say, the most
DM is willing to pay for an infinitesimal unobserved change in the parameters does not depend on how DM would
adjust its strategy in response to the parameter change nor how other players would adjust their strategy. This is
the same as in the case of the non-strategic scenario. In other words, the private offer price in games is the same
as the envelope theorem in non-strategic scenarios.

3.3

Observed Decision to Change Parameters - The Public Offer Price

This section parallels that of section 3.2 but instead considers the case where DM’s decision of whether to change
parameter values is observed by all other players. Once again, begin with a game γpθ˚ q and consider the outer
game γ̂pθ˚ q in which DM has the opportunity to change θ from θ˚ to θ˚ ` δ~v. In the case of the public offer
price, all players observe DM’s decision to change the parameters. So the difference between γ and γ̂ is that in
γ̂ the strategy of all players have two singleton information sets in the second stage of the game. That is, each
player’s strategy specifies a distribution over actions for the case in which DM paid to change the parameters and
the case in which DM did not pay. Let Σ̂θ˚ be a strategy profile of all players in γ̂. Additionally, let σ1 pΣ̂θ˚ q be
the joint strategy profile in the second stage of γ̂ at the information set in which DM does purchase the change in
the parameter values and let σ0 pΣ̂θ˚ q be the joint strategy profile in the second stage of γ̂ at the information set in
which DM does not purchase the change in the parameter values.
As in the discussion of private offer price, we explicitly relate the equilibrium profiles of the inner and outer
games. However, unlike the private offer price where we were not concerned with equilibrium refinements, in this
section we will be concerned with subgame perfect equilibria. The necessity of such an equilibrium refinement
is because all players now have 2 singleton information sets since they observe DM’s decision to change the
parameter values.
Lemma 4. Suppose Σ̂˚θ˚ is a subgame perfect equilibrium of γ̂pθ˚ q in which DM pays to change the parameters
from θ˚ to θ˚ ` δ~v. Then σ1 pΣ̂˚θ˚ q is a subgame perfect equilibrium profile of the game γpθ˚ ` δ~vq.
Proof. Since Σ̂˚θ˚ is a subgame perfect equilibrium, no player can increase their expected utility at any proper
subgame by deviating immediately after DM pays to change the parameters. However, the node after DM chooses
to change the parameters represents a proper subgame which is equivalent to γpθ˚ ` δ~vq. Therefore, by the
definition of subgame perfect no player can deviate from σ1 pΣ̂˚θ˚ q in the game γpθ˚ `δ~vq and earn a higher expected
utility at any proper subgame and thus σ1 pΣ̂˚θ˚ q is a subgame perfect equilibrium of the game γpθ˚ ` δ~vq.

Parallel to lemma 1, lemma 4 says that a subgame perfect strategy profile in the game in which DM pays to
change the parameters is also a subgame perfect profile in which the parameters are specified exogenously. The
associated analog of Lemma 2 is the following:
Lemma 5. Suppose σ˚ pθ˚ q and σ˚ pθ˚ ` δ~vq are Nash equilibria of γpθ˚ q and γpθ˚ ` δ~vq, respectively. Then,
there exists a subgame perfect equilibrium for DM to pay c in the game γ̂pθ˚ q to change the parameters from θ˚
to θ˚ ` δ~v iff
ˆ
˙
ˆ
˙
˚
˚
˚
˚
˚
˚
˚
˚
˚
˚
˚
˚
c ă Ũ θ ` δv, Bpθ ` δv, σ´i pθ ` δvqq, σ´i pθ ` δvq ´ Ũ θ , Bpθ , σ̂´DM pθ qq, σ´DM pθ q
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Proof. Define the strategy profile Σ̂˚θ˚ of γ̂pθ˚ q such σ1 pΣ̂˚θ˚ q “ σ˚ pθ˚ ` δ~vq and σ0 pΣ̂˚θ˚ q “ σ˚ pθ˚ q and DM
chooses to pay c to change the parameter values. Since σ˚ pθ˚ ` δ~vq and σ˚ pθ˚ q are Nash equilibria of γpθ˚ ` δ~vq
and γpθ˚ q respectively, no player can change their strategy at any proper subgame of γ̂pθ˚ q after DM’s initial
decision and increase their utility, conditional on reaching that subgame. Therefore, the only deviation that needs
to be considered is the one in which DM does not pay to change the parameters. However, if DM chooses not to
pay to change the parameter values DM’s net change in utility is given by
Ũpθ˚ , Bpθ˚ , σ̂˚´DM pθ˚ qq, σ˚´DM pθ˚ qq ´ Ũpθ˚ ` δv, Bpθ˚ ` δv, σ˚´i pθ˚ ` δvqq, σ˚´i pθ˚ ` δvqq ` c

(6)

This quantity is less than or equal to 0 if the inequality in 6 holds and therefore DM would not have an incentive
to deviate at the subgame where they choose to pay to change the parameters. This establishes that no player has
any incentive to deviate at any proper subgame, and therefore Σ̂˚θ˚ is a subgame perfect equilibrium of γ̂pθ˚ q 
Note how the arguments of the Ũ functions and B functions differ between lemma 5 and lemma 2. This difference
directly reflects the fact that those lemmas concern observed and unobserved moves by DM in stage 1, respectively. More specifically, since players observe whether or not DM paid to change the parameter values, when DM
considers the profitability of a deviation, DM needs to consider how all other players will change their strategy if
DM does not pay.
Like in the case of the private offer price, Lemma 5 establishes the maximal amount that DM would be willing
to pay for a discrete change of the parameter values from θ˚ to θ˚ ` δ~v. Further paralleling the analysis that led to
the definition of private offer price, we are led to the following definition of public offer price, W pθ˚ , ~vq:
W pθ , ~vq “
˚

lim

`
`
˘
˘
`
`
˘
˘
Ũ θ˚ ` δ~v, B θ˚ ` δ~v, σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq ´ Ũ θ˚ , B θ˚ , σ˚´DM pθ˚ q , σ˚´DM pθ˚ q
δ

δÑ0

(7)

which we sometimes abbreviate as Wv .
In equation 7, σ˚´DM does not depend on σDM . Instead, σ˚´DM is the reduced form equilibrium strategy in
terms of the parameter vector, θ. For example, in Cournot competition σ´DM gives players’ equilibrium quantity
in terms of cost and demand parameters and not in terms of DM’s quantity. This approach is similar to that of
[Caputo, 1996].
If we assume differentiability we can re-express the public offer price in differential form as formalized by the
following lemma:
Lemma 6. Assume differentiability of Ũ, B and σ´DM with respect to their arguments, then equation 7 is given
by
ÿ „ B Ũpθ, σDM , σ´DM q
Wv “
vj
Bθ j
j
˜
¸
ÿ B Ũpθ, σDM , σ´DM q BrBDM pθ, σ´DM qsk ÿ BrBDM pθ, σ´DM qsk Brσ´DM sl
`
`
Bθ
θj
BrBpθ,
σ
qs
Brσ´DM sl
j
´DM
k
k
l

ÿ B Ũpθ, σDM , σ´DM q Brσ´DM sl
`
(8)
Bθ j
Brσ´DM sl
l
where the derivatives are evaluated at θ “ θ˚ and σ “ σ˚ .
Proof. The result follows by applying the chain rule and the definition of directional derivative.
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Once again, since we assume B is a best response function, we can simplify equation 8, which is formalized
in the following corollary:
r and σ´DM are differentiable with respect to all of their arguments. Then equation 8
Corollary 2. Assume B, U
reduced to
ÿ „ B Ũpθ, σDM , σ´DM q ÿ B Ũpθ, σDM , σ´DM q Brσ´DM qsl 
vj
Wv “
`
(9)
Bθ j
Bθ j
Brσ´DM sl
j
l
Proof. All

r
BU
BrσDM sk

terms are 0 by the same argument in corollary 1. The claimed result follows.



The first term in equation 9 represents the change in DM’s utility as a result of a change in the parameter
values, holding all strategies constant. This term is the same as the first term in equation 4. The second term
represents how DM’s utility changes as a result of all players other than DM changing their strategy in response
to a change in the parameters. It is this term that differentiates the public offer price from the private offer price.
When DM is deciding whether or not to pay to change the parameter values, they must anticipate how all players
will change their strategy in response to the change in parameters since all players observe DM’s decision. This
effect is not present in the private offer price because DM’s decision to change the parameters is unobserved. This
can be formalized by the following equation:

Wv ´ Vv “

ÿ B Ũpθ, σDM , σ´DM q Brσ´DM sl
l

Brσ´DM sl

Bθ j

.

(10)

This establishes that the difference between the private offer price and the public offer price is whether or not
DM anticipates all other players changing their strategy in response to DM’s decision to change the parameter
values.
In summary, in this section we derived how much DM would be willing to pay for an infinitesimal change
in the parameter values. Specifically, we derived these prices for the case where DM’s decision to change the
parameters is unobserved and the case where DM’s decision is unobserved. When DM’s decision is unobserved,
under the Nash equilibrium solution concept, the private offer price is the same as that of the envelope theorem
in non-strategic settings. In the case when DM’s decision is observed by all players, DM’s willingness to pay for
a parameter change is given by the directional derivative of the utility function. Finally, we showed that the only
difference between the two scenarios is that when DM’s decision to change the parameter values is observed, the
price depends on how other players will adjust their strategies in response to the parameter change. In the next
section we show how to apply such results to a variety of scenarios.
As a final note, we emphasize that our focus is not on establishing conditions in which the derivatives in
equations 3 and 8 exist. Instead, our focus is on showing how DM’s willingness to pay for changes in the
parameter values depends on whether or not other players observe the decision. However, work such as Caputo
[1996] and Milgrom and Segal [2002] give sufficient conditions on the model primitives such that the derivatives
we define above exist. In that respect, our results can be considered an extension to traditional envelope theorems
in games where we explicitly consider the case where the decision to pay to change the parameters is not observed
by other players. After the example, we also illustrate how to use the public and private offer price to analyze
games with bounded rationality.
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4

Examples

We now present several examples to illustrate the concept and applicability of a public and private offer price for a
variety of games. We will examine the private and public offer price on variants of Cournot competition, matching
pennies and a tragedy of the commons game. We also illustrate how the public and the private offer price may
differ. Finally, we will demonstrate how our differential framework can be applied when a decision maker is faced
with the decision whether or not to change multiple parameters simultaneously.

4.1

Cournot Competition

We begin with a simple example to clearly illustrate a straightforward application of the private and public offer
prices. Consider a two-player game of Cournot competition. Firm i, i “ 1, 2 chooses qi P r0, 8s. Inverse demand
is linear and is given by P “ α ´ pq1 ` q2 q. Firm i’s constant per-unit marginal cost is given by ci . Firm i’s profits
ri pqi , q´i q “ pα ´ pqi ` q´i qq qi ´ ci qi . Firm i’s best response
are then given by the standard profit function U
α´q´i ´ci
. Assuming α ` ci ´ 2c´i ą 0, the Nash equilibrium of the game is
function is given by Bi pα, q´i q “
2
α`c
´2c
´i
i
. We now ask what is the private and public offer price to firm i for an infinitesimal change in
q˚i “
3
α. This can be thought of as an increase in advertising to boost demand. 5 Since the derivatives of the utility
function and best response function are differentiable in α and the utility function is differentiable in qi we can
apply equation 3 directly:
ri
BU
“ qi
Bα
BBi
1
“
Bα
2
r
B Ui
“ α ´ 2qi ´ q´i ´ ci
Bq1

(11)

Evaluating the derivatives of equation 11 at the Nash equilibrium values gives
ri
BU
α ` c´i ´ 2ci
“
Bα
3
BBi
1
“
Bα
2
ˆ
˙
ri
BU
α ` c´i ´ 2ci
α ` ci ´ 2c´i
“ α´2
´
´ ci “ 0
Bqi
3
3

(12)

Therefore, the private offer price for firm i to pay and change α is
V pα, 1q “

α ` c´i ´ 2ci
ą0
3

(13)

This means that when two firms are competing in Cournot competition, there is a Nash equilibrium in which firm
α`c´i ´2ci
i pays to increase demand as long as the cost to change the parameter is less than
.
3
5

We acknowledge that this is a simple model and that advertising may affect each firm differently. However, our intention is not to
analyze competitive adertising but to illustrate the applicability of our framework. Nevertheless, there are real-world examples—such as
lifestyle advertising—where a firm does not advertise a specific product but instead promote a lifestyle that may increase demand for its
product as well as its competitors’.
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Now consider the public offer price. Again, since the requisite derivatives exist and we are considering the
Nash equilibrium case, it is possible to apply equation 9. The first term is the same as the public offer price.
Therefore, the public offer price is given by:
ri Bq´i
α ` c´i ´ 2ci B U
`
3
q´i Bα
α ` c´i ´ 2ci
1
“
´ qi
3
3
α ` c´i ´ 2ci α ` c´i ´ 2ci 1
´
“
3
3
3
2
pα ´ 2ci ` c´i q
“
9

W pα, 1q “

pPlug in Nash equilibrium value for qi q
(14)

For comparison, note that player i’s equilibrium payoffs are given by
`
˘
ri˚ “ α ´ pq˚i ` q˚´i q qi ´ q˚i ci
U
1
pα ´ 2ci ` c´i q2
“
9
Taking the derivative of equilibrium profits with respect to α gives
r˚
BU
2
i
“ pα ´ 2ci ` c´i q “ W pα, 1q ă V pα, 1q.
α
9

(15)

We see that the public offer price is the same as the derivative of equilibrium profits with respect to α and that
the public offer price is less than the private offer price. The difference between the public offer price and private
ri Bq´i
U
offer price is due to the Bq´i
term.
Bα
To understand the intuition, suppose firm i is considering if there is a profitable deviation from paying to
change the parameters. If firm i’s decision to pay is unobserved and firm i instead does not pay to change the
demand parameter, their profits would decrease because demand goes down. At the same time, firm ´i’s quantity
would be “too high” since the decision to change parameters is unobserved and firm i would be better off if firm
´i lowered their quantity. On the other hand, if firm i’s decision to change parameters is observed, then if firm
i deviates by not paying to change parameters, firm ´i will decrease their quantity in response to the change in
parameters, which is beneficial for firm i. Since firm i benefits by firm ´i changing their price when firm i deviates
by not paying, there is more of an incentive for firm i to not pay to change the parameters when their decision is
observed. For this reason, the private offer price is higher than the public offer price.
This may seem counter-intuitive since if firm i had the opportunity to increase demand without firm ´i knowing, it would be able to increase its payoff due to a higher demand and also capture more of the market since firm
´i did not adjust its quantity to reflect the higher demand. However, this is not the case due to the definition of
the Nash equilibrium. It can only be a Nash equilibrium for firm i to pay to change the parameter values if both
firms best respond after firm i’s decision to pay to change the parameter values. Therefore, if firm i chooses to pay
to change the parameters, firm ´i will best respond to the new parameter values even though it does not observe
firm i’s decision. In other words, as long as it is common knowledge that that DM has the option to pay to change
the parameters, the Nash equilibrium solution concept ensures that firm ´i’s action is the best response to the
resultant parameter values.
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H
T

H T
(a,-1) (-1,1)
(-1,1) (1,-1)

Table 1: Payoff matrix for matching pennies example.

4.2

Matching Pennies

Consider a version of the matching pennies game depicted in table 1 where we once again assume best responses.
Without loss of generality assume that DM is the row player and a is a parameter that controls DM’s preference
for matching heads (H). Since players only have two strategies, let σDM and σ-DM represent the probability that
DM plays H and -DM plays H, respectively. When a “ 1, the unique Nash equilibrium of this game is σ˚DM “
σ˚´DM “ 21 and equilibrium expected payoffs are 0.
More generally, when a “ a˚ ą ´1, the equilibrium profile specifies σ˚DM “ 12 and σ˚-DM “ a˚2`3 and the
expected utility for DM is given by
r ˚ , σ˚DM , σ˚-DM q “ σ˚DM σ˚-DM a˚ ´ σ˚DM p1 ´ σ˚-DM q ´ p1 ´ σ˚-DM qσ˚DM ` p1 ´ σ˚DM qp1 ´ σ˚-DM q
Upa
“ σ˚DM σ˚-DM a˚ ` 3σ˚DM σ˚-DM ´ 2σ˚DM ´ 2σ˚-DM ` 1
a˚ ´ 1
“ ˚
(16)
a `3
where the argument to all σ˚ terms is implicity a˚ . Since at the mixed strategy equilibrium players are indifferent
among all actions that have support under the equilibrium profile, BDM is not unique when player ´DM plays the
mixed strategy equilibrium profile. Therefore in this example we need to restrict BDM to determine the public and
private offer price. We do so in the following way: If BDM pa, σ´DM q is not unique, then BDM pa, σq returns σ´DM
such that -DM is indifferent between its actions. In other words, if DM is indifferent between its two possible
actions, it randomizes such that -DM is also indifferent between its actions and therefore BDM pa, σ˚´DM q returns
the mixed strategy equilibrium profile for DM when -DM randomizes with probability σ˚´DM .
Furthermore, BDM is not differentiable with respect to a when -DM chooses the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium profile. Specifically, for any small increase in a, DM’s best response would be to place probability 1 on
H, holding -DM’s strategy constant. Therefore, we cannot apply equation 3 to determine the private offer price.
Instead, we use the definition given in equation 2 to derive the private offer price to DM at a “ a˚ :
V pa˚ , 1q “
“

lim

δÑ0

lim

r ˚ ` δ, Bpa˚ ` δ, σ˚ pa˚ ` δqq, σ˚ pa˚ ` δqq ´ Upa
r ˚ , Bpa˚ , σ˚ pa˚ ` δqq, σ˚ pa˚ ` δqq
Upa
´DM
´DM
´DM
´DM
δ
r ˚ ` δ, Bpa˚ ` δ, σ˚ pa˚ ` δqq, σ˚ pa˚ ` δqq ´ Upa
r ˚ , Bpa˚ ` δ, σ˚ pa˚ ` δqq, σ˚ pa˚ ` δqq
Upa
´DM
´DM
´DM
´DM

δÑ0

` lim

δ
r ˚ , Bpa˚ ` δ, σ˚ pa˚ ` δqq, σ˚ pa˚ ` δqq ´ Upa
r ˚ , Bpa˚ , σ˚ pa˚ ` δqq, σ˚ pa˚ ` δqq
Upa
´DM
´DM
´DM
´DM
δ

δÑ0

´
“ σ˚DM pa˚ qσ˚´DM pa˚ q ` lim

1
2
a˚
2 a˚ `δ`3

`

3
2
2 a˚ `δ`3

´2
2
´ 22 ´ 2 a˚ `δ`3
´ 2 a˚ `δ`3

δ

δÑ0

“ σ˚DM pa˚ qσ˚´DM pa˚ q ` lim

¯
(17)

´δ
a˚ `δ`3

δ
1
´ ˚
a `3
δÑ0

“

σ˚DM pa˚ qσ˚´DM pa˚ q

“

1 2
1
´ ˚
“0
˚
2a `3 a `3

(18)
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r with respect to a. The second term results from DM setting
Line 17 arises by first taking the derivative of U
σ´DM “ 0 since that is its best response when -DM is best responding as if a “ a˚ ` δ but a actually equals a˚ .
There are several points worth emphasizing in this example. First, even though DM’s best response with
respect to a change in a is not continuous, the private offer price is still defined. That is, even though DM’s best
response function specifies that DM would change their strategy from σDM “ .5 to σDM “ 1 for an infinitesimally
small increase in a, the private offer price is still defined in terms of limits of the utility function. The reason
is that the change in expected utility with respect to any change in DM’s strategy is 0 holding -DM’s strategy
and parameters constant. Consequently any non-differentiable change in DM’s strategy does not affect expected
utility.
Second, the private offer price is exactly 0. The reason is that the Nash equilibrium expected utility to DM
when a “ a˚ ` δ is exactly the same as DM’s expected utility when the column player best responds as if a is
a˚ ` δ but a is actually a˚ and DM best responds as if a “ a˚ . In other words, the utility gained by DM by
exploiting a non-equilibrium strategy of -DM is exactly the same as the utility gained by DM for an increase in a.
Now, we derive the public offer price to DM for the matching pennies game for an increase in a. Again, since
B is not differentiable with respect to a, we must apply equation 7 directly:
W

“ lim

r ˚ ` δ, Bpa˚ ` δ, σ˚ pa˚ ` δqq, σ˚ pa˚ ` δqq ´ Upa
r ˚ , Bpa˚ , σ˚ pa˚ qq, σ˚ pa˚ qq
Upa
´DM
´DM
´DM
´DM
´δ

δÑ0

“ lim

1
2
2 3`δ`a˚

`

2
3 12 3`δ`a
˚

2
2

´ ´

2
2 3`δ`a
˚

δÑ0

1 2
2 3`a˚

2
2
2
` 3 12 3`a
˚ ´ 2 ´ 2 3`a˚ ` 1

¯

δ

δÑ0

“ lim

`1´

4
3`a

´
δ

4
3`δ`a

“

4
ą0
p3 ` aq2

(19)

Equation 19 shows that the public offer price to the row player is positive, even though equation 18 says the private
offer price is zero. This means that DM would be willing to pay to increase a only if column player was aware
that DM paid for the parameter change.

4.3

Tragedy of the Commons

We now present an example for a tragedy of the commons game with two players who simultaneously fish the
ocean off some coastline. Player i chooses a continuous value xi P r0, 8s, which represents how many fish player
i catches. There is a non-strategic regulator that patrols the pond that has a fuel budget θ P r0, 1s. Player i’s
expected utility is given by:
$
& x2i
if xi ď .25
ri pxi , x´i q “ x´i
(20)
U
%p1 ´ θq x2i ´ θxi2
if xi ą .25
x
´i

Intuitively, the regulator sets a limit that says that players can only fish .25 units.6 However, the regulator’s fuel
budget prohibits the regulator from patrolling all of the pond so therefore a player that fishes more than .25 units
evades the regulator with probability θ. However, if player i fishes over the limit and is detected, they incur a cost
of ´xi2 . Depending on the value of θ, there are 4 pure strategy Nash equilibria in this game. One equilibrium is
when both players fish .25, two equilibria consist of 1 player fishing over the limit and the other player fishing the
limit and one equilibrium where both players fish over the limit.
6

Of course, the legal limit can also be a parameter but we set it to .25 for ease of exposition.
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Suppose θ is low enough so that both players choose to fish over the limit and risk being detected. Then,
1´θ
player i’s best response is given by BRi px´i , θq “ 2θx
and the symmetric Nash equilibrium is for player i to fish
2
´i
1
` 1´θ ˘ 3
. Then, the private offer price to player i is given by:
2θ
V pθ, 1q “

ri
BU
´xi
“ 2 ´ xi2
Bθ
x´i

(21)

Although we can plug in the equilibrium values of xi and x´i , since xi and x´i are strictly positive, it is easy to see
that equation 21 is negative. That means that player i would have to be paid in order to agree to an increase in θ.
To put this result in context, we now consider the public offer price, which is given by:
˜
W pθ, 1q “
“

xi 1
´xi
´ xi2 ` 2p1 ´ θq 3
2
x´i
x´i 3θ2
1 ´ 3θ
3p4p1 ´ θqθ2 q 3
1

2p 1θ

1
´ 1q2

¸ 13

(22)

where equation 22 arises by plugging in the Nash equilibrium values of xi and x´i . For low enough θ, equation
22 is positive. In other words, a player would be willing to increase θ only if their decision to increase the budget
was observed by other players.
To see why the sign of the public and private offer price are different, note that this is a tragedy of the commons
game. For example, suppose both players fish the same amount. Then the players’ utility is decreasing in the
amount the other player fishes, but each player has an incentive to increase the amount they fish. As a result,
both players fish above the social optimum. However, when θ increases, both players fish less since they are more
likely to be detected and the penalty they face for being detected is increasing in the amount they fish. In other
words, an observed increase in the fuel budget decreases the amount both players fish. However, the gain in firm
i’s expected utility due to firm ´i fishing outweighs the loss in firm i’s expected utility from fishing less and thus
the public offer price is positive.
Now consider the case when player i’s decision to increase the regulator’s budget is not observed. For it to be
a Nash equilibrium for player i to pay to increase the budget, there must not be an incentive for i to not pay and
adjust their strategy accordingly. Suppose i does pay some positive amount to change θ to θ ` δ and both players
best respond accordingly. In this case, the amount that both players fish is less at θ ` δ than it is at θ. However,
player i can benefit by not paying to increase the regulator’s budget, increase the amount they fish, and decreases
the probability that they are detected. Crucially, player ´i does not increase the amount that they fish because
player i’s decision to change the parameters are unobserved. Therefore, player i is a victim of their own greed.
That is, player i knows that it would have a higher utility when the parameters were θ ` δ but i would never pay
to change the parameters because it would always be profitable for i to avoid the cost of paying and cheat.

4.4

Cournot Competition - Revisited

In the first example of this section, we examined the public and private offer price for a change in the demand
parameter in Cournot competition. The two other previous examples demonstrated the public and private offer
price for one parameter change. This example will now examine the effect of changing two parameters simultaneously. Reconsider the Cournot game above. Instead of firm i facing the decision of whether or not to increase
just α, firm i faces the decision to increase pα, ci q in direction px, yq. Roughly speaking, this might represent firm i
16

choosing the increase advertising (which increases α) but is also costly, and therefore increases per-unit marginal
costs. The private offer price can be written:
V ppα, ci q, px, yqq “ px, yq ¨ pq1 , ´q1 q

(23)

Without plugging in for equilibrium values of qi , equation 23 shows that as long as x ą y, player i would be
willing to pay a positive amount to change α and c1 . That is, as long as the rate at which the intercept increases is
greater than the rate at which costs increase, player i would be willing to change the parameters if the decision to
change parameters was unobserved.
On the other hand, we can look at the public offer price of the same change:
qi qi
V ppα, ci q, px, yqq “ px, yq ¨ pqi , ´qi q ` px, yq ¨ p´ , ´ q
3
3
ˆ
˙
4
2
“ qi
x´ y .
3
3

(24)

In this case, the rate at which α increases must be at least twice the rate at which ci increases. The difference in the
public and private offer price is once again due to the fact that firm ´i adjusts their equilibrium action when they
observe whether or not ´i paid to change the parameters and such an adjustment hurts firm i. While the intuition
of this example is relatively straightforward, the important aspect is to see how the the public and private offer
prices can also be used to derive the marginal rate of substitutions in games.

5

Private and Public Offer Prices Under Bounded Rationality

In section 3, we defined the private and public offer price when DM is perfectly rational. That is to say, when DM
considers whether or not to pay for a change in the parameter values, DM anticipates that all players (including
DM) will best respond in the second stage of the game. However, the definition of public and private offer price
are the same for any response function specification and corresponding equilibrium concept.7 However, there are
several mathematical as well as intuitive differences that arise. In this section, we illustrate those differences using
the (logit) quantal response solution concept. To do so, let Bi pθ, σ´i q Ñ σi be a vector valued function taking
pθ, σ´i q as an input and outputting a probability distribution on Xi such that for all xi P Xi ,
eβi pŨpθ,xi ,σ´i qq
Prpxi q “ ř|X |
i
βi pŨpθ,x j ,σ´i qq
j“1 e

(25)

where βi is a scalar parameter. Note that under this assumption the equilibrium profile σ˚ pθq is a quantal response
equilibrium. We can then motivate the private and public offer prices in the same way as in section 3.1. More
specifically, DM would only be willing to pay to change the parameters if they could not benefit by saving the
cost of changing the parameters and adjusting their strategy accordingly.
Mathematically, the definition of the private and public offer price under bounded rationality is identical to the
definitions given in equations 3 and 8. The distinction is that the best response function is replaced by the quantal
response function, and the Nash equilibrium strategy profile is replaced by the quantal response equilibrium profile
when evaluating derivatives. The other distinction is that the derivative of DM’s utility with respect to their own
7

Recall, we limit the inner game to a simultaneous move game. We discuss why this is not true of extensive form games in the next
section.
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strategy is not 0 under the quantal response formulation so the simplification of offer prices given in equations 4
and 9 does not apply under quantal response functions.
The main conceptual difference between the offer prices under bounded rationality and the Nash case has to
do with the notion of equilibrium. Recall that in the Nash case, the offer prices were the most DM would be
willing to pay to change the parameter values such that it is a Nash equilibrium in the outer game for DM to make
such a payment. However, under the quantal response solution concept (and any general solution concept), it is
not generally true that the offer price are the most DM would be willing to pay such that it is a quantal response
equilibrium for DM to pay in the outer game without adding additional structure. The reason is because in the first
stage of the outer game, DM only pays to change the parameter values if their utility in the resulting equilibrium
is greater than if it did not pay. In other words, DM in the first stage is perfectly rational while it is boundedly
rational in the second stage. This discrepancy muddles the notion of equilibrium.
A formal way to clearly define an equilibrium when this discrepancy is present is to adopt the agent-representation
of players in extensive form games [McKelvey and Palfrey, 1998]. In this case, the N player game is expanded to
an N ` 1 player game in which DM in the first stage is considered to be a different player than DM in the second
stage, but both versions of DM have the same utility function. In our formulation, the version of DM in the first
stage of the game is fully rational but anticipates that all players (including DM) would be boundedly rational in
the second stage of the game. Formally, this can be done by setting the β parameter for DM in the first stage to
8. Then, the offer prices under the quantal response equilibrium concept represent the most that DM would be
willing to pay such that it is a quantal response equilibrium in the N ` 1 agent representation of the outer game.
This notion of equilibrium implies that DM in the first stage anticipates their own irrationality in the second stage
of the game and then chooses the best action in the first stage, knowing that they might not act optimally in the
second stage.

5.1

QRE Offer Prices and Matching Pennies

Recall the matching pennies formulation in section 4.2 in which the private offer price is 0 for all values of a
4
and the public offer price is given by p3`aq
2 . In this section, we give a numerical representation of the public and
private offer price for the quantal response solution concept and compare it to the Nash case. Figure 1 plots the
private offer price for different values of β and a to DM in the matching pennies game under the quantal response
equilibrium concept. Recall that a is DM’s payoff by matching “heads” and β is the rationality parameter. For
simplicity, we assume β is common to both players.
As figure 1 illustrates, the quantal response private offer price contains more richness than in the Nash case.
First, when β “ 0, the private offer price is .25 for all values of a. The reason for this is that for all values of a,
both players randomize uniformly and the outcome pH, Hq occurs with probability .25. Therefore, increasing a
by amount δ increases a’s expected utility by .25δ for any value of δ. Since player’s strategies don’t change when
β “ 0, the second term in equation 3 is 0 and the private offer price is .25.
However, when β ą 0, the private offer price depends on both β and a. Figure 1 shows that when β is relatively
low, the private offer price is higher for higher values of a but when β is relatively high, the opposite is true.
Figure 2 once again plots the private offer price when β “ 1 as well as the first term ( BU
) of the private offer
Ba
price. Therefore, the difference between the solid line and the lined marked with diamonds gives the impact on
DM’s utility as a result of DM adjusting their strategy in response to a parameter change (i.e. the terms after
the second summation in equation 3). As the plot shows, BU
is always positive. However, when a is low, the
Ba
impact on DM’s utility due to DM changing their strategy in response to an increase in a is negative. The reason
is that when a ă 1 and ´DM is playing the quantal response equilibrium strategy, DM’s best response would be
to always play “T”. However, under the quantal response equilibrium concept DM doesn’t play “T” but instead
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Figure 1: Private offer price for QRE solution concept.
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Figure 2: Decomposition of private offer price
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Figure 3: Decomposition of private offer price when β “ 4
randomizes according to the logit probabilities given in equation 25. Under such a solution concept, increasing
a induces DM to place a higher probability on “H”, even though it is not DM’s best strategy. On the other hand,
when a ą 1, DM’s best strategy is to always play “H” and thus increasing a makes DM place more weight on
“H” and DM increases their utility by adjusting their strategy in response to a change in a. Put another way, DM
would be willing to pay for an increase in a. However, when a ă 1, DM’s willingness to pay is dampened by the
fact that increasing a makes a sub-optimal action more desirable and thus increases the probability that a will not
best respond.
ą 0 and the private offer price is less than BU
Figure 3 shows the same phenomenon when β “ 4. That is, BU
Ba
Ba
BU
when
a
ą
1.
It
is
the
slope
of
the
curve
that
accounts
for
the
difference
in
the
when a ă 1 and greater than BU
Ba
Ba
private offer price when β “ 1 and β “ 4. As figure 3 shows, when β “ 1, BU
is relatively flat but when β “ 4, the
Ba
curve slopes down. To see why, consider the perfectly rational case in which players play the Nash equilibrium.
In that case, as a gets larger, player -DM puts lower probability on ’H’ in order to keep DM indifferent between
heads and tails while DM randomizes with probability 12 for all values of a. Therefore, the impact of an increase
in a on DM’s utility (holding strategies constant) is less when a is high. The same logic applies under the QRE
solution concept except the player’s mixing probabilities do not respond as strongly to an increase in a as they do
in the Nash case. In other words, as β gets larger, the players move closer to the Nash equilibrium solution and
is deceasing in a.
under the Nash solution, BU
Ba
In the most general sense, it is possible to have DM’s payoffs for all possible outcomes increase but the private
offer price actually be negative. For example, let θ be a vector such that each element of θ represents DM’s payoff
BU
in a specific outcome. Furthermore, suppose that Bθ
is positive for all components of θ. Even though DM’s utility
j
would increase under all possible outcomes, it is possible that the change in utilities for each action makes it
more likely that DM chooses a sub-optimal action. If the negative effect of DM adjusting their strategy is greater
in magnitude than the increase in expected utility due to the parameter change, the private offer price would be
negative. Characterizing the games and solution concepts in which this phenomenon occurs is a direction of future
work.
Figure 4 plots the public offer price under the quantal response solution concept for various values of a and
β. In this case, the public offer price behaves qualitatively similar under the quantal response solution concept as
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Figure 4: Public offer price for QRE solution concept.
under the Nash solution concept. Indeed, as β Ñ 8, the public offer price under quantal response equilibrium
approaches the public offer price under the Nash equilibrium.

6

Extensions and Future Work

In this work, we introduced a formalism to determine how much a player in a game would be willing to pay to
change the parameters of a simultaneous move game. An obvious extension to this work is to expand the inner
game to extensive form games and more refined solution concepts (such as the sequential equilibrium). However,
such an extension is non-trivial. This is most evident in the counter-example given in [Hurkens and Vulkan, 2006]
and reproduced in figure 5.
In this example, the inner game is as follows. Nature chooses either Game I or Game II with equal probability,
then player 1 chooses in or out. Then player 2 chooses in or out. Then, if neither player has chosen out, the players
play the simultaneous move game. In all cases, player 2 does not observe the move of nature. Let θ “ 0 indicate
that player 1 observes nature’s move perfectly with no noise and let θ “ 1 indicate the case in which player 1’s
signal provides no information about the game nature chose. The question then is “under what conditions is it a
sequential equilibrium for player 1 to pay to change θ from 0 to 1 when player 2 does not observe whether or not
player 1 paid for the change?”
Intuitively, it appears that it would be possible to establish the following conjecture (parallel to lemma 2) when
˚
γpθ q is a general extensive form game:
Conjecture 1. Suppose σ˚ pθ˚ q and σ˚ pθ˚ ` δ~vq are sequential equilibria of γpθ˚ q and γpθ˚ ` δ~vq, respectively.
Then it is a sequential equilibrium for DM to pay c in the outer game γpθ˚ q to change the parameters from θ˚ to
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Figure 5: Example adopted from Hurkens and Vulkan [2006]
θ˚ ` δ~v iff
„



c ď Ũ θ ` δ~v, B θ `
„

` ˚ ˚
˘
˚
˚
˚
˚
´ Ũ θ , B θ , σ´DM pθ ` δ~vq , σ´DM pθ ` δ~vq
˚

`

˚

δ~v, σ˚´DM

˘
pθ ` δ~vq , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq
˚

(26)

Proof. We prove sufficiency while necessity follows by the same argument. By assumption, σ˚ pθ˚ ` δ~vq is a
sequential equilibrium of the game γpθ˚ ` δ~vq so no player can change their action in the second stage of γ and
increase their payoff. The only deviation that might make a player better off is if DM chooses not to purchase the
change in parameters. However, if DM deviates by not purchasing the change in parameters, DM’s net change in
utility is upper bounded by:
`
`
˘
˘
`
˘
Ũ θ˚ , B θ˚ , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq ´ Ũ θ˚ ` δ~v, σ˚DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq , σ˚´DM pθ˚ ` δ~vq ` c (27)
If the inequality in Lemma 2 holds, then the net change in DM’s utility is less than or equal to 0, which implies DM
would not have an incentive to deviate. This establishes that no player has an incentive to deviate and therefore it
is a Nash equilibrium for DM to pay to change the parameter values.

Unfortunately, conjecture 1 is false. We first illustrate a counter-example and then dissect the proof to see
exactly why. In the example given in 5 the unique sequential equilibrium profile when θ is exogenously specified
to be 1 in the example described above is ppin, rq, pin, bqq and player 1 earns an expected utility of 5. On the
other hand, if player 1 had the opportunity to pay to change the parameter to 1 (at no cost) and play the resulting
sequential equilibrium, we see that player 1 would not do so because player 1 would benefit by not paying,
learning the move of nature and earning an expected utility of 6 holding player 2’s strategy constant at the
22

sequential equilibrium strategy when θ is exogenously specified to be 1. This difference in expected utilities for
player 1 implies the player 1 would have to be paid 1 unit of utility to choose to not learn the outcome of nature.
However, when c “ ´.25 (i.e. player 1 gets paid , 25) the unique sequential equilibrium of the outer game is
for player 1 to choose to not learn the outcome of nature and choose out! So, even though c is greater than the
quantity determined by the right hand side of equation 26, it is still a sequential equilibrium for player 1 to pay to
change θ to 1.
In a broader sense, the reason that 1 is false is because the sequential equilibrium strategy profile of the outer
game when DM pays to change the parameters is not necessarily a sequential equilibrium of the game in which
the parameters are specified exogenously. In the exact wording of the proof, the misleading logic is found in
the sentence “By assumption, σ˚ pθ˚ ` δ~vq is a sequential equilibrium of the game γpθ˚ ` δ~vq so no player can
change their action in the second stage of γ and increase their payoff.” While this is true, the crucial element
that is hidden is that a sequential equilibrium is a set of actions and beliefs. More specifically, σ˚ pθ˚ ` δ~vq is
part of a sequential equilibrium only because it is justified by correct beliefs.8 However, the beliefs that support
a sequential equilibrium when the parameters are exogenously specified do not necessarily support a sequential
equilibrium in which a player has the opportunity to change the value of the parameters. This implies that the
strategy profile σ˚´i pθ˚ ` δ~vq is not optimal in the outer game since it is only sequentially rational under the set
of beliefs derived from the game with exogenously specified parameters, and such beliefs do not form part of a
sequential equilibrium when a player has the opportunity to change the parameter values. Relating this to the
example above, when player 1 has the opportunity to set the parameters, the belief supported under a sequential
equilibrium for player 2 if they reaches their first information set and has the opportunity to act is to believe
that player 1 did not pay and thus knows the move of nature, in which case player 2 would choose out. This is
contradictory to the case when the parameters are exogenously specified such that player 1 is uninformed. In that
case, player 2 (correctly) believes that player 1 is uninformed and those beliefs are part of a sequential equilibrium.
As this example shows, the logic of the public and private offer price does not immediately extend to extensive
form games. Therefore one direction of future work is to determine if there are conditions that can be placed on
general extensive form games such that the definition of public and private offer prices apply. Such assumptions
might include full support assumptions or perfect information assumptions. Another direction of future research
is to establish general conditions on a game’s primitives that give information about the public and private offer
prices. One example question might be what are the properties of utility functions and parameters such that the
public offer price and the private offer price always have different signs?
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